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Taylor #142 Soft Serve Machine 
General Operating Instructions: 
 

1. Uncoil equipment cord and plug machine into a 120 volt, 20 amp dedicated circuit. A 20 

amp. circuit has a “sideways T” on the left-hand side. No extension cords should be used. 

2. Pour product into mix pan. Keep the mix level in the mix pan at least one inch above the 

bottom of the mix pan to avoid starving the freezing cylinder. Be sure the hole in the side of 

the stainless tube is closest to the bottom when placed upright inside the mix pan. This is 

how product flows into the cylinder. 

3. Set the control switch to the “Auto” position to start the refrigeration cycle. 

4. If standby light is on, push to turn off. 

5. Pull the lever down briefly to start compressor. 

6. Replace mix pan lid and always operate the machine with the lid on the mix pan reservoir. 

7. Wait about 20 minutes. Dispense a sample of the product to check for consistency.  

8. Keep machine out of direct sun light. 

9. Add additional product when mix pan is half full. 

10. At end of event, run product out. Turn machine to “Off”.  Wait at least one hour. Turn machine 

to “Wash”. Put container under spigot. Pour clear water (NOT hot water, hot water could 

damage machine) through machine. CaterRent will sanitize machine when it is returned. 

11. Still have questions? Watch the “How To” video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pVauTSwsrY  

Troubleshooting: 

1. Always check power to be sure the machine is getting enough to run properly. If you are 

using an extension cord, eliminate it and plug the machine in directly. Also insure the 

machine is the ONLY thing in use on this 20 amp circuit. 

2. If no product has been dispensed in a while, the machine may be frozen. Add more liquid to 

loosen “over-frozen” product. If this does not get product flowing, then switch the machine 

to the wash cycle for 10-15 minutes. 

3.  If product is too soft, be sure the “Stand-By” light is off and the machine has enough power. 

4. Having trouble? We have an on-call technician available to our rental customers. If after 

following the above instructions you require assistance with the equipment, call 612-436-1499. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pVauTSwsrY

